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Abstract: In this paper, we are concerned with en- area [1],[2]. Energy is consumed in the sensor nodes
ergy efficient area monitoring using information cov- for the purpose of sensing as well as communication.
erage in wireless sensor networks, where collaboration Several studies in the literature have addressed the is-
among multiple sensors can enable accurate sensing sue of minimizing the energy spent for the purpose of
of a point in a given area-to-monitor even if that communication (e.g., energy efficient routing [3]). In
point falls outside the physical coverage of all the sen- this paper, we address the energy spent for the pur-
sors. We refer to any set of sensors that can collec- pose of sensing, focusing on energy efficient algorithms
tively sense all points in the entire area-to-monitor for scheduling the sensing activity of sensor nodes us-
as a full area information cover. We first propose a ing Information Coverage [4], instead of the often used
low-complexity heuristic algorithm to obtain full area physical coverage.
information covers. Using these covers, we then ob- Sensor nodes in the network have the task of sens-
tain the optimum schedule for activating the sensing ing/monitoring an area-to-sense/monitor and sending
activity of various sensors that maximizes the sensing the sensed information to a sink. Not all nodes in the
lifetime. The scheduling of sensor activity using the network may be needed to adequately cover (sense)
optimum schedules obtained using the proposed algo- the entire area-to-monitor. By intelligently switch-
rithm is shown to achieve significantly longer sensing ing the redundant sensor nodes to low power opera-
lifetimes compared to those achieved using physical tion, the energy spent in sensing can be reduced, and
coverage. Relaxing the full area coverage requirement hence the overall lifetime of the network can be in-
to a partial area coverage (e.g., 95% of area coverage creased. Redundant nodes can be deactivated as long
as adequate instead of 100% area coverage) further as the area-to-monitor remains adequately covered by
enhances the lifetime. the other nodes, and activated when needed for ade-

Keywords - Information coverage, physical cover- quate coverage.
age, sensor scheduling, energy efficiency, sensing life- The sensor coverage problem has been investigated
time. by many in the literature [5]-[12]. In [5],[6],[7],[8], the

authors address the problem of point target coverage
1 Introduction (i.e., covering finite number of points in the sensing

field). References [9],[10],[11],[12], on the other hand,
Recent advances in the area of embedded systems and addressed the problem of covering the entire area-to-
wireless communications have enabled the develop- monitor (instead of covering a few point targets as
ment of small-sized, low-cost, low-power sensor nodes was done in [5]-[8]). In the above studies, each sen-
that can communicate over short distances wirelessly. sor node is assumed to have a well defined (usually
In addition to their traditional sensing function, these circular) coverage region, i.e., a sensor node is consid-
sensor nodes can perform processing and communi- ered to be able to accurately sense all points falling
cations functions. The processing and communica- inside its coverage region, while it is considered to be
tion functions embedded in these sensor nodes essen- unable to accurately sense points falling outside this
tially allow networking of these nodes, which in turn coverage region. Radius of this circular region can be
can facilitate sensing function to be carried out in re- considered as physical coverage radius (PCR) of the
mote/hostile areas. A network of sensor nodes (of- sensor node. Given a set of sensor nodes deployed in
ten referred to as a wireless sensor network) can be an area to be sensed/monitored, the coverage problem
formed by deploying a large number of sensor nodes then becomes a matter of determining whether every
in a given sensing area, from where the sensed data point in that area is in the PCR of at least one sensor.
from the various sensor nodes are transported to sta- More recently, Wang et al, in [4], have proposed a
tions which are often located far away from the sensing new coverage model, termed as information coverage,
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the sensors. That is, even if a point-to-be-sensed is 2 Information Coverage
not physically covered, it can be 'information covered'
through multiple sensors collaborating to make an ac- In this section, we present the necessary preliminaries
curate estimation of the point. In [14], Wang et al on the estimation theory based information coverage
studied the point target coverage problem using infor- introduced in [4],[14]. Consider a sensing area with K
mation coverage, and proposed a three-step heuristic spatially distributed sensor nodes si, i 1, 2,... K.
referred to as Exhaustive-Greedy-Equalization Heuris- Consider a point target at a known location in the
tic (EGEH) to obtain information covers1 for schedul- sensing area. Let 0 be the physical quantity (or pa-
ing the sensing activity of sensor nodes, allowing up to rameter) denoting the target that needs to be mea-
Kmax sensor nodes to collaborate for achieving infor- sured/monitored. Let di, i = 1, 2,... , K denote the
mation coverage. Through simulations they showed distance between the target and sensor node si. As-
that information coverage can result in longer sensing sume that 0 varies inversely with distance (which is
lifetimes compared to physical coverage. The infor- true with many physical quantities of interest, e.g.,
mation covers obtained using EGEH in [14] are not radiation level), with a decay exponent a, a > 0, such
disjoint (i.e., a sensor can be present in multiple in- that the parameter observed at distance d is given
formation covers). We, in [15], have proposed a two- by Od-'. In addition to this decay, additive noise at
step heuristic to obtain disjoint information covers for the sensor also corrupts the observation at the sensor
point target coverage, which we referred to as Disjoint node. Accordingly, the observation of the parameter
Set Information Cover (DSIC) algorithm, and showed at sensor node si is given by
that our DSIC algorithm gave better sensing lifetimes
compared to EGEH algorithm in [14] at the cost of It +Ta j, i 1, 2,. * K, (1)
higher complexity for large Kmax. While [14] and [15] where ni denotes the additive noise at sensor node si.
addressed the point target coverage problem using in- A linear unbiased estimator [13] can be employed to
formation coverage, to our knowledge, there has been estimate 0 using the K different observations, yi's. Let
no study reported so far on the full area coverage prob- K

lem using informtion coverage.
K denote such an estimate of 0 using K observations.

This estimate will be more accurate for large K and
Our new contribution in this paper is that we ad- small noise variances. Let SK denote the error in the

dress the full area coverage problem using information estimation, given by
coverage, which has not been reported before in the
literature. We first propose a low-complexity heuris- OK =0 - OK- (2)
tic algorithm to obtain full area information covers
(FAIC), which we refer to as Grid Based FAIC (GB- For the estimate to be reliable, it is desired that the
FAIC) algorithm. Using these FAICs, we then ob- probability that the estimation error is less than a

tain the optimum schedule for activating the sensing given value to be adequately large.
activity of various sensors that maximizes the sens- Definition: (K, c) Information coverage
ing lifetime. Through simulation results, we show A target is said to be (K,c) information covered, if K
that the scheduling of sensor activity using the op- sensors collaborate to estimate the parameter 0 at the
timum schedules obtained using the proposed algo- target such that
rithm achieves significantly longer sensing lifetimes
compared to those achieved using physical coverage. prob( OKl < A) > c, 0 < c < 1, (3)
Also, as can be expected, relaxing the full area cover-
age requirement to a partial area coverage (e.g., 95% where SK iS the estimation error given by (2), and
of area coverage as adequate instead of 100% area cov- A is threshold level below which estimation error is
erage) is shown to further enhance the sensing lifetime. acceptable.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Note-i: The special case of (1, e) information cover-

Sec. 2 we present the preliminaries on information age (i.e., K = 1) corresponds to physical coverage. It
can also be seen that if a target is (K, c) covered, thencoverage. In Sec. 3, we present our work on point tar-
that target is also (K + 1, e) covered.get coverage using information coverage. In Sec. 4.1,

we present our work on full area coverage using infor- Illustration-1: Fig. 1 illustrates the physical and
mation coverage, including the proposed GB-FAIC al- information covers in a rectangular sensing area with
gorithm as well as the optimum scheduling algorithm. 3 targets {T1, T2, T3} and 7 sensors {Si, S2, ... , S7}.
Simulation results and discussions are also presented. It can be seen that target T2 is physically covered
Conclusions are given in Sec. 6. by sensor 35, and target T1 is physically covered by

sensor si. In addition, target T1 is also (2, e) informa-
tion covered by sensors s2 and 37. Target TV3 is not

1An information cover for a point target is defined as a set physically covered, but it is (3, e) information covered
of sensors which collectively can sense that target accurately. by sensors 33, 35 and s6 Sensor 34 contributes to
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Figure 1: Illustration of physical covers and informa- Figure 2: An illustration of scheduling the sensing ac-
tion covers for point targets. tivity of sensors using information covers in Fig. 1.

neither physical nor information coverage of any of value equal to the noise standard deviation or, and an
the targets. In summary, i) {31, (S2, S7)} is the set e value equal to 0.683 for (1, c) coverage (i.e., physical
of feasible covers for target Ti, ii) {s5} is the set of coverage) in Eqn. (3) [14]. The area covered by one
feasible covers for target T2, and iii) {(33,85, 36)} iS sensor using physical coverage is then a circular area
the set of feasible covers for target T3. Consequently, of unit radius, i.e., A(1,e=0.683) = 7R2 = w = 3.14.
{(s , S33 35, S6), (S2, 37, S33 35, S6)} is the set of feasible The area covered by two sensors s, and S2, separated
network information covers that can cover all the tar- by distance d = 2 is shown in Fig. 3. While physi-
gets in this illustration. cal coverage in this case results in a covered area of

Scheduling Sensin Activity .s 27R2 = 27 = 6.28 (denoted by two circles each of ra-
ScheduingSesing Ativityusing overs: dius R, centered at s, and S2), the (2, e) informationWe note that the covers obtained are used to schedule

the sensing activity of various sensors. In the illus- coverage satisfying Eqn. (3) results in a larger coy-
tration above, our aim is to cover all the targets in ered area of 7.9 (area of two unit-radius circles plus

the black shaded area around the two circles in Fig.the network. Even if one target is not covered, then.' 3). Similarly, the area covered by (3, e) informationthe network ceases to fulfill its sensing objective. In coverage using sensors 33 34, Ss each separated fromother words, sensing lifetime is the time up to which the other by d 2 as shown in Fig. 3 is 12.9 whereas
the deployed sensors can cover all the targets in the the area covered by physical coverage with these three
network. For example, in Fig. 1, if physical cover- sensors is only 3= 9.42. Figure 4 shows the area coy-
age is employed then target T3 is not covered at all, ered as a function of the sensor separation distance d
and so the sensing lifetime in this case is zero (i.e., in Fig. 3 both for physical coverage (PC) as well as
the network can never sense all targets using physical information coverage (IC). From Fig. 4 it is observed
coverage). On the other hand, if information coverage that information coverage covers a larger area com-
is used as in the above illustration in Fig. 1, then the pared to physical coverage, A(K,,) . A(1,,) for K > 1.
information covers (s1, S3, S5, S6) and (32, S7, S33 S5, S6)
can be alternatively scheduled to sense all the targets. 5 =0.683, R=1, =1
That is, in time slot 1, sensors 3i, 33, 35, 6 are acti- IITIITI
vated, and in time slot 2, sensors 82, S3, S5, S6, S7 are l

3:activated,and so on as shown in Fig. 2, such that
this activation cycle is continued until both the infor-
mation covers become invalid (a cover is said to be- 2-
come invalid if any of the sensors in that cover is fully
drained out of its battery power, and because of which
that cover can not sense all the targets). The prob- 1 2 3 '4 '5 6 7 8 9 10
lem we address in this paper is to obtain information
covers that will result in long sensing lifetimes. Figure 3: Illustration of area covered by physical cov-

erage and information coverage.
Area Covered by Information Coverage:
Note-2: An area is said to be completely (K, e) cov- 3 Information Coverage for
ered if all the points in the area are (K, e) covered.

Point Targets
Illustration-2: We present a comparison of the area
covered by information coverage and physical cover- In [14], Wang et al proposed a Exhaustive-Greedy-
age in Figs. 3 and 4. The physical coverage radius, R, Equalized Heuristic (EGEH) to obtain information
is taken to be 1. This unit radius corresponds to a A covers for point targets. The information covers they
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Figure 4: Area covered by physical coverage (PC) and Figure 5: Average sensing lifetime versus Kmax for
information coverage (IC).ao=1,R=1, e=0.683. N =10,20,30, M =1, ag 1, ec 0.683, R =1,

initial battery energy =2 J. DSIC versus EGEH.

Obtained through EGEH are not disjoint. That is, a
sensor can participate in more than one cover. Be- tial battery energy of 2 Joules. As in [16], we assume
casof ths th reutn ceueo esratvt that each sensing operation when a sensor is activated

is more involved than a simple round-robin schedule. to sense is e0 4 nJ. We also assume that no energy
Dsi se c is consumed when the sensor is not activated (i.e., left

mo0st one cover, on the other hand, are advantageous idle). In all the simulations, we used the following pa-
because a simple round-robin schedule is adequate. rameters: ag 1, physical coverage range R =1, and

. . . e.= 0.683. The maximum number of nodes allowed to
The coverage problem using disjoint set of phys- collaborate is taken to be Kmax 1, 2, 3, 4.

Dcal covers has been studied widely in the literature,
where the disjoint set physical cover problem has been inu ig 5: w verage sensing life-
shown to be NP-complete [7], and so heuristics have t as afnto em number of

been proposed to.ote sensors allowed to collaborate) obtained from the sim-
[7,[]n1] the prbe of not disjoint. seat o, ulations by averaging over 100 different realizations of
inforcatn cvrsisiof interest Accongl, in. [15 the network with 95% confidence inetrval. Thepver-
we adressnvoled this poblmpof rob ngdisointsce of formance of both DSIC as well as EGEH algorithms
information covers for point targets, where we pro- ares.hon for N 10,a20,3I is ed th at botpostoneda oheurist toeobtain handisjointast i rmrethe algorithms perform better than physical coverage

becaseca nersimle roun-obian scheduleis adequte.
E=063 h aiu ubro ntodesallowe to<.~~~~~~~~~~~Thcoerg proble using d=n set of phyat colaort duetaoe inoratobeov-

covers (DSIC). The proposed heurlsticin [15], referred (, d tioat c
to as the DSIC algorithm, has been shown to achieve erage, lfetime increases as Kmax iS increased. How-
lhowner tseni lifetmes comparoee t stheEurGER avgot-ee ts improveen satueforlarg evalues of
reth proposed in[14]. Kmo which can be expected (diminishing returns for

increased Kmax) It is also observed that the proposedThefoperationcoversisoft terDsIC Aloriding is d- fDSIC algorithm performs better than the EGEH al-
videdint otwo steps. In Step-I disjoint set ofinforma- grithm. for thisbtrerforman can
information covers foreachptoint thnets,woerki ned,p be attributed to the fact that EGEH returns covers
In Step-Il, using the outcome in Step-I, a disjoint set whi.c ar n disjointw s as DC return dis-

coerDSC. Th'rpsdhuitci .]referre
e agerieienoisncrease reasK a, s DInCretursed How-

of informatIon covers that can cover all the targets 1S isjnc rsSeaens orc art e in mo

longer~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~lonsensrs.lifneecopae tosothe pariciat algo-r

obtained. Refer [15] for the detailed listing and de- ta c nbee i nrin e

Theropertion of the DSIC algorithm. i 1]i i
nrae mx ti loosre httepooe

scriptionoftheDSIC algorithm,power of those sensors participating in multiple coy-
Performance of DSIC and EGEH Algorithms: ers sooner. This results in the network life to end
We evaluated and compared the performance of the soon (i.e., covers become invalid due to lack of bat-
DSIC and EGEH algorithms through simulations. tery power in sensors participating in multiple coy-
The following system model is Sie din the sim- ers) even if some other sensors may have power left in
ulations. A network with 5 x 5 square sensing area is their batteries. Whereas in the proposed DSIC, since
considered. The number of sensor nodes in the net- the covers are disjoint, the energy in the sensors are
work considered include N=10, 20,p30. Thesewsensor fully used, resulting n longer sensing lifetime. Also,
nodes are uniformly distributed in the sensing area. assimpe r oin scheduling is adequate for DSIC
The number of targets in the network considered in- whereas a more elaborate scheduling is required for
dlude M = 1 to 5. Each sensor is provided with an ini- EGEH [14].
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Figure 6: Illustration of information covers chosen by Figure 7: Illustration of scheduling of sensor activity
DSIC and EGEH. in DSIC and EGEH.

We illustrate the above observations with an exam- 8
ple using Figs. 6 and 7. Consider the network with

7
, N=20 DSIC

nodes and a target as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. For this 7 N=30 DSIC
scenario, DSIC will return the following four informa- 6
tion covers {S1, S2, (S3, S4), (S5,S6)} (see Fig. 6(a)). N=20 EGEH

= 5Note that all the above covers are disjoint. Whereas m \ o N=30 EGEH
EGEH will return the following five information cov- 4
ers {si, s2, (s3, s4), (s5,s 6), (s4,s6)} (see Fig. 6(b)). a3
Although EGEH 'greedily' returns more number of
covers than DSIC, as can be seen, these covers are not < 2

.
- ...e

disjoint (i.e., sensors 34 and S6 in EGEH are present in
two covers). Further, the 'equalization' part in Step-
3 of EGEH, in order to make the appearances (i.e., 1 2 3 4 5
activation) of all sensors in the covers to be almost Number of point targets, M
equal in a scheduling cycle, results in a more involved Figure 8: Average sensing lifetime versus number of
activity schedule as shown in Fig. 7(b). In the EGEH point targets, M, to monitor. N = 30, 20, Kmax = 4,
schedule in Fig. 7(b), sensors si and S2 are activated a 1, e = 0.683, R = 1, initial battery energy 2 J.
twice in a scheduling cycle in order to almost equalize DSIC versus EGEH.
the number of activations. Also, the sensing lifetime
achieved in this EGEH schedule can be computed to and
be 3.5 (using the formulation in [14], which requires HECEH Kmax(M + 2)N2Km. (5)
the LCM of certain weights of the covers which are
proportional to the number of activations of the sen- From Eqns. (4) and (5), it can be seen that
sors in those covers). On the other hand, the covers * for M + 1 > 2Kmax
returned by DSIC, being disjoint, results in a simple
round-robin schedule as shown in Fig. 7(a) is ade- HDSIC >
quate. In addition, the sensing lifetime achieved here HECEH
is 4. Thus, by preferring to i) use disjoint covers,
and ii) use far-away nodes (e.g., in Fig. 6(a), DSIC * for M + 1 < 2Kmax
did not give preference to the nearby cover (84, S6)),
DSIC achieves better performance than EGEH. Fig. HDSIC
3 illustrates the average sensing lifetime as a func- HEGEH
tion of M, the number of targets in the network, for
N = 20, 30 and Kmax = 4. As the number of targets is * and for M + 1 = 2Kmax
increased, lifetime decreases, which is expected. Here
again, DSIC is seen to achieve longer sensing lifetime HDSIC log N
than EGEH. HEGEH Kmax(M + 2)
Complexity of DSIC and EGEH Algorithms:
An approximate worst case analysis of the compu- From the above, it can be seen that the complexity
tational complexity of DSIC and EGEH algorithms of the DSIC algorithm can be less or more than the
has been carried out in [15], where the complexities of EGEH algorithm depending on the values of N, M,
these two algorithms, respectively, are shown to be and Kmax.

The observation made through an approximate
HDSIC [2NKma MKmaX +NM±l] logN, (4) worst case analysis in the above is also reflected in
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requires lesser number of sensors to cover the entire
1012 ~C sensing area. Figure 12 shows partial area informa-

N=2ODSIC tion coverage in the absence of the sensor 84.
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llowedation4:cFig.l11aillustrate),sane anu fsmensor.f Figure 1: 'Illustration of full arnd inortmaionioeraicga
Figure9 Coatmtatciona-overmlextybenvrs KmaoSb serage. (a) Flarea- physiovr bty gnsenso-

tnameditofrom smltionsNC 1020es30sr son y igmntoigonnumber of tbaatarehsclcveaebesrsetSi, ni2n-.,

the cmplexits of tdi algorithmsevalu atd ion ac-
tual smeuslstioally Fg 9powast the sompexmityoftervi
io 4 man eNa1,2o0, ,e dfypthese worsimas- n

complexity ao onesalgsoirit isfore sthan the g. k tse ohs l dr i

loe toclaoae,adN(hIubro esr) iue1 lutaino ulae nformation coverage by F l

tIon wei maet basedconsiethelapreoximateworsteacase..

of point target coverage. We say that the full area to
Fgr 2 'lsrto fprilae nomto oeaeb

be monitored is covered if all the points in the area Figuore 1,2 Ilsrtino8atilae3nfraincoeaeb
can be sensed accurately.
Illustration 3: Figure 10(a) illustrates an exam- 41 Pooe praht ulAe
ple of full area physical coverage where all points 4.1 fProposed App eroachtgFleAe
in the L x L sensing area is covered by six sensors IfrainCvrg
s1, S2~S33, 34,~35,~6 In Fig. 10(b), on the other hand, As pointed out in the previous section, a given
in the absence of sensor 86, full area physical coverage point target can be sensed/monitored by one or
is not achieved (some portion in the sensing area is more sensors using the information coverage approach.
not covered).- Here, we are interested in achieving full area in-
Illustration 4: Fig. 11 illustrates an example of full formation coverage. Ensuring sensing/monitoring of
area information coverage by four sensors 8 , S2,~S33 34. the full area-to-monitor essentially guarantees sens-
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targets information coverage (e.g., EGEH in [14] and separated adequately apart so that a) information cov-
DSIC in [15]) can be used to achieve full area infor- erage among them is more likely to be feasible, and b)
mation coverage. However, the complexity in these al- closely located sensors are given less preference to be
gorithms for large number of targets in prohibitively in the same FAIC (since information coverage through
high. For example, the complexity in the DSIC al- very closely located sensors can be less beneficial).
gorithm grows exponentially in the number of targets In order to achieve the above objective, we partition
[15]. Hence, we propose a low-complexity heuristic the entire area-to-monitor into square grids of size d x
approach to achieve full area information coverage. d (Fig. 14) so that one sensor from each grid can

In the proposed approach, we first employ a low- be taken and checked if these sensors together form
complexity heuristic to obtain a set of full area infor- a valid FAIC. By adopting this approach, the search
mation covers2 (FAIC) by dividing the full area into space for obtaining FAICs can get reduced depending
finely spaced 'pixels' and treating these pixels as point on the choice of the grid size d. A large value of d
targets3 (Fig. 13). We then optimally schedule these is good from the complexity point-of-view but can be
FAICs (by solving an integer linear program) so that ineffective from the full coverage feasibility point-of-
the sensing lifetime is maximized. view (e.g., the extreme case of d = L is most effective

in terms of complexity and least effective in achieving
....T......e full coverage). On the other hand, a small value of d

* 2
0
* - - - - - - - - can be very effective in achieving full coverage but it
..........00 0 0 0 will not result in a significant reduction in the search

LT3
0

T4 .
0 9 90L 0 0 9 9 0 space compared to an exhaustive search.

--- -

0d

L L

(a) (b) L

Figure 13: (a) Point targets coverage problem. (b) Full area
coverage problem viewed as a point targets coverage problem.

System Model: Consider a set of N homogeneous
sensor nodes S = s1,82 ... , SN}, which are dis-
tributed randomly in a square sensing field of area Figure 14: Dividing the L x L area-to-monitor into square

L x L. Let the operator B13 denote the cardinality of grids of size d x d.

set B. Let 'P {P1,P2,... ,PIPI} denote the set of all Choice of the grid size, d: We propose to choose
pixels that characterize the full area. Let the grid size as follows. Consider a square grid of size

dx d with four sensors located at the four corners of the
C = {C, C2,... Cc }, (6) grid, as shown in Fig. 15. Locate a point target at the

0 . ~Cj < N, denote the set of full area information center of the grid. Now, find the maximum value of d
for which all the four sensors together can sense the

covers (FAIC). The 'th FAIC Cj, j=1,2, CIC,covrsFAI).hejthFA j . target. We choose the grid size to be this maximumdenotes a subset of S such that all pixels in P are value. From the equations in Sec. 2, this maximum
information covered by using all sensors in Cj, and value can be calculated to be 2 for ag 2 and 2 2
c ~nk for j tk (i.e., a sensor can take part inc Ck ' for a = 1. A grid size more than this maximum value

more than one FAIC). That is, FAICs are not neces- will leave the target uncovered, whereas a grid size
sarily disjoint. less than this maximum will result in a larger search

4.2 Grid Based FAIC Algorithm space without much coverage benefit. So the proposed
choice of grid size can result in a reasonable tradeoff

In this subsection, we present the proposed grid based between performance and complexity. The way the
algorithm for obtaining FAICs. An exhaustive search gridding is used in the algorithm is explained below.
for FAICs among all sensors is expensive. Our idea is
to avoid such a search through all possible sensor com- Algorithm: The pseudo code for proposed algorithm
binations, but search only through those sensor com- is given in Table-I. In the algorithm, (Xi, Yi) denotes
binations that are more likely to be beneficial. The the coordinates of the sensor si. (X, Y), (X, Y +
intuition behind the proposed heuristic is to search d), (X + d, Y), (X + d, Y + d) denote the coordinates
for valid FAICs only among those sensors which are of the four corners of a grid. D ((A, B), (C, D)) de-

notes the distance between two points with coordi-
2We define a full area information cover as any set of sensors nates (A, B) and (C, D).

that can collectively sense the entire area-to-monitor.
3In [9], such a slicing of area into 'pixels' is adopted for Lines S to 13: The set of sensors for a valid FAIC test

studying full area physical coverage, is chosen such that in each grid the sensor closest to
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Table-I: GB-FAIC Algorithm
(XY+d) (X+dY+d)

S4 S3 1 C n = St S
2 while (ISt| > 0)

T 3 X =Y=O
d 4 while (X < L)

--------
5 while (Y < L)

d' .,,,, ., S2 6 . 1C .Us{i:min[ D((Xi,Yi),(X,Y))], i=1,2, St,

_\>s2 6 = q f or n= od d, an d ( X<X<X +d, Y<Y<Yi d)
S1 I C~~~~{2 6iC''(XY) Sl , \Y) )'lCn U {si: min [D((Xi,Yi),(X,Y+d))1, i=1,2,--- ,|St II

for n=even, and (X<Xi<X+d, Y<Yi<Y+d)
7 St St -{Si Si E Cn}

Figure 15: Choice of the grid size, d. 8 Y Y + d
9 end while Y

its corner (if available) is chosen. The reference corner 10 X = X + d
is alternatively taken to be the bottom left corner and 11 end while X
top left corner (Fig. 16) to make the selected sensors 13 end while
in different sets to stay apart. Lines 3 to 10 in the 14 loop j 1 <j < n- 1
algorithm collects all possible sets of sensors for FAIC 15 k = 1;
test based on the above criterion. 16 Acj = Area(Cj)17 while (Acj # P)
Line 16: For each of the sets of sensors obtained 18 A'= P -Acj
above, using the information coverage Eqns. in Sec. 19 Cj =Cj U{si:max[A,i EA'], i=1,2,- **,N}
2, the function Area() obtains the set of pixels (i.e., 20 Acj = Area(Cj)
area) that can be collaboratively sensed by these sen- 22 if (k > N)
sors. Acj denotes the area (set of pixels) covered by 23 Cj = ; break
the jth set of sensors through information coverage, 24 end if
s t 25 end while

26 end loop j
° < .Acj 2< 2Fl (7)

and

Acj > AsIUAS2 U ...As . (8)
L

Note that for physical coverage,

Aci =As, UAS2U...Aslc (9)

Lines 17 to 25: It is possible that the jth set of sensors L
do not cover the whole area (all pixels), i.e.,~Acj # 2) Figure 17: Illustration of areas information covered and not
An illustration of Acj (area covered by jth set of sen- covered by a set of sensors. Single hashed area is covered area
sors and A' = - Acj (area not covered) is shown Acj. Double hashed area is uncovered area A' =P - Acj.
in Fig. 17. In that case, the algorithm attempts to
cover the uncovered pixels A' = P- Acj by including 4.3 Optimum Scheduling of FAICs
additional sensors to the set as shown in line 19. This Our aim is to cover all the pixels in the area-to-
procedure is carried out on all sets of sensors resulting monitor. Even if one pixel is not covered, then the
from lines 3 to 13, and a valid set of FAICs is obtained network ceases to fulfill its sensing objective. In other
as the output of the algorithm. The worst case com- words, sensing lifetime is defined as the time up to
plexity of the algorithm can be shown to be of order which the deployed sensors can cover all the pixels in
2PN3. the area-to-monitor. FAICs obtained from the pro-

posed GB-FAIC algorithm are not disjoint. These
.........-- covers need to be scheduled optimally so that sens-

ing lifetime is maximized. Considering that a cover
is activated for an integer number of time slots, we

..........iformulate the scheduling algorithm as an integer lin-

d _ _ d Y Y ear programming (ILP) problem as follows. Let N,
denote the number of FAICs obtained from the GB-

< , _ , --- -- ~~~~~FAICalgorithm presented above. Let tj denote the
d d activation time of the jth FAIC in number of time
(a) n is odd (b) n is even

slots. Let Ei denote the battery energy of sensor node
Figure 16: Illustration of how sensors are selected in each i.Teotmmshdlisbandasheouin
grid.
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to the following optimization problem: performs better than the SP heuristic and a relaxed
area coverage requirement (i.e., 90% coverage instead

Maximize N, of full coverage) further increases the lifetime.

E tj (10) 15

S t-j=l| SP heuristic 100% area coverage

S.t......-x=1, proposed

N, -oc=2, proposed
.E 10-C,t < Eilce 0, I2 .. 12-N, (I 10

j

i,

=

j

1 _,j=1

where
I if Si Cj5

1. 0 otherwise, <

and
tj {0,1,2, ...}, Vj 1,2..2 ,Nc. (12)

o-------7--- -----
50 60 70 80 90 100

5 Simulation Results Number of sensors
Figure 18: Average sensing lifetime as a function of number

We evaluate the simulated performance of sensing life- of sensors in the network. Physical coverage (SP heuristic) vs
times achieved by the proposed GB-FAIC and opti- information coverage (proposed). 100% area coverage.
mum scheduling algorithm, and compare it with the 40
performance achieved using physical coverage. - - SP heuristic 95% area coverage
Simulation model: A network with 5 x 5 square ux=1, proposed
sensing area is considered. The number of sen- 30 --u=2, proposed
sor nodes in the network considered include N E

3~ 25-
50, 60, 70, 80, 90,100. These sensor nodes are uni-
formly distributed in the sensing area. Each sensor 20
node is provided with an initial battery energy of 2 a
Joules. As before, we assume that each sensing op-
eration when a sensor is activated to sense consumes 10_
co =4 nJ. We also assume that no energy is con-
sumed when the sensor is not activated (i.e., left idle). 5 _________----------- - -

Time axis is divided into contiguous slots of equal du- 0 6 7 8 9
ration. In each slot exactly one cover is activated for 50 60 70 80 90 100

Number of sensors
sensing operation. Sensing lifetime is the number of
active time slots till full area coverage is maintained. Figure 19: Average sensing lifetime as a function of number
In all the simulations, we used the following parame-

of sensors in the network. Physical coverage (SP heuristic) vs
information coverage (proposed). 95% area coverage.

ter values: a=1,2, physical coverage range R = 1 and
the corresponding E=0.683. Optimum schedules (i.e., Co l
ti's) are obtained by solving the optimization problem 6 onclusion
in (10) using CPLEX 9.0. We investigated point target coverage problem and
Results: In Fig. 18, we illustrate the average sens- full area coverage problem in wireless sensor networks,
ing lifetime as a function of number of sensors for full adopting a novel information coverage model (in-
area coverage, obtained from simulations by averaging stead of the widely adopted physical coverage model).
over 100 different realizations of the network with 95% The information coverage model essentially exploits
confidence interval. Lifeitmes achieved using the pro- the benefit of cooperation among sensors in order to
posed GB-FAIC algorithm are plotted for a = 1 and achieve increased sensing lifetime of the network. For
2. The lifetimes achieved using the physical coverage the point target coverage problem using information
based SP heuristic presented in [9] are also plotted for coverage, we presented a heuristic to obtain disjoint
comparison. It can be seen that the proposed informa- information covers that outperformed other known
tion coverage based algorithm results in significantly heuristics in the literature. For the full area cover-
larger average sensing lifetimes compared to the phys- age problem using information coverage, we proposed
ical coverage based SP heuristic in [9]. Figures 19 and a low-complexity heuristic algorithm for obtaining full
20 show the performance comparison between the pro- area information covers. Optimum schedules for ac-
posed algorithm and the SP heuristic for 95% and 90% tivating various full area information covers were ob-
area coverage. Here again, the proposed algorithm tamned by solving an ILP that maximized the sensing
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lifetime. The proposed approach was shown to result [13] J. M. Mandel, Lessons in Estimation Theory for Signal
in significantly higher average sensing lifetimes com- Processing, Communications and Control, Prentice Hall,
pared to those obtained using physical coverage based 1995.

[14] B. Wang, W. Wang, V. Srinivasan, and K. C. Chua,
sensing. "Scheduling sensor activity for point information cover-

age in wireless sensor networks," Proc. WiOpt'2006, April
40 2006.

- - SP heuristic 90% area coverage [15] S. Vashistha, A. P. Azad, and A. Chockalingam, "Effi-
35 cient scheduling of sensor activity for information cov-

=oc=1, proposed = erage in wireless sensor networks," Proc. IEEE COM-

30 -- -ox=2, proposed SWARE'2007, Bangalore, January 2007.
.E -- [16] L. Doherty, B. A. Warneke, B. E. Boser, and K. S. J. Pister,

"Energy and performance considerations for smart dust,"25 = - -Intl. Ji. of Parallel and Distributed Systems and Networks,
vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 121-133, 2001.

a,20 = [17] M. T. Thai, F. Wang, and D.-Z. Du, "Coverage problems

in wireless sensor networks: Designs and analysis," Intl. Jl.
< 15 on Sensor Networks, Special Issue on Coverage Problems

in sensor networks, 2005.
10 - - -~[18] Z. Abrams, A. Goel, and S. Plotkin, "Set K-cover algo-

_ _ __ rithms for energy efficiency monitoring in wireless sensor
5 networks," Proc. 3rd Intl. Symp. on Information Process-
50 60 70 80 90 100 ing in Sensor Networks (IPSN'04), pp. 424-432, 2004.

Number of sensors

Figure 20: Average sensing lifetime as a function of number
of sensors in the network. Physical coverage (SP heuristic) vs
information coverage (proposed). 90% area coverage.
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